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Loss, Poverty, or Revitalization and Return  
of Urban Traditional Culture and Community Spirit? 
Abstract 
From the three aspects of the conservation of traditional architecture, creation of human-scale urban environment, and 
returning of self-identity community spirit, the paper is exploring the essence of the preservation, utilization and sustainable 
redevelopment for the heritage cities in 21st century. Nowadays, every country in the world knows China is explosively 
developing its urban area. How to rethink of the community spirit and human-scale city culture, improve the city pride and 
unique self-identity of a citizen, and save current loss of urban culture are existing significant problems of rapidly urbanizing 
China. We must deal with the existing loss of the urban culture and its community spirit, when facing the frustrating sameness 
of the boring urban form and non-human scale landscape. The paper raises the key points of the revitalization of unique urban 
cultural tradition of a city, a human-scale urban environment and the inspiring self-identity of local community spirit, in order 
to fundamentally regain the recognition of the unique urban traditional culture and self-identity of community spirit. To 
seriously protect individual buildings or old streets cannot critically change the loss of the traditional culture of a whole city. 
Only to reshape a systematic preservation of traditional street culture, human-scale urban environment and community spirit is 
valuable for improvement of respectful cities in the contemporary 21st century.  
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During the past decades, the significantly increasing urban population in China require rapid urbanization for 
high-rising buildings and densities of streets to meet its economic, transport and social demands, so that the streetscape of 
cities had quickly world-shaking changes (Wuliangyong 2001,2). One frustrating reality is the obvious loss of the city’s 
traditional culture and the decreasing self-identity of cities (Rowe and Kuan c2002). The unique urban culture is severely 
destroyed, no less than the demolishment of the civil war during thousands of years (Rowe and Kuan c2002,Wang and 
University [20--?]). The government made great efforts to establish a few rigorous laws and tried to adjust some devastating 
urban projects, such as the modern architectures beside the historical streets must be in harmony with the heritage buildings, in 
the aspects of height restrictions, architectural styles, elevation materials and colour. However, many old streets were still 
historically impacted and the valuable architectural cultures were lost, even after more and more architects realised the city is a 
profound resource for long-term cultural and social sustainability for our ancestors and future generations (Laet, Dani et al. 
1994-). Now many people believe the urban traditional streets could maintain the history of the gathering lifestyle of human 
society, which could be the best carriers of the human culture. But now many modernizing-style high-rising buildings rapidly 
replaced a few old architectures originally reflecting the traditional culture. Cities are gradually losing their unique community 
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spirits and cultural tradition (Kostof c1991). Today less urban residents in China would like to talk about the city pride and 
self-identity of their communities as before (Brundtland, Development. et al. 1990).  
Why does this chaos happen? One obvious reason is the physical ignorance of the conservation of the systematic 
traditional architectures, the basic community spirit and characteristic of human-scale. The frustrating high-rise high-density 
skyscrapers neglect the reflection of its essential human-scale culture and traditional community spirit at all. The non-human 
scale buildings destroy the traditionally harmonious streets, resulting in the loss of familiar urban culture.  
However, a few western cities have significantly preserved the tradition of the city culture, at the same time without 
restricting its fantastic development of modern architectures. The harmonious streetscape among traditional streets and 
contemporary cities makes an impressive impact on the architectural history as good examples, on contrary with the 
embarrassing chaos of cities in China today (Vance c1990). In Northern Europe, Australia and North-America such as Canada, 
the downtown area, although being dominated by familiar high-density and high-rise buildings, is covered with an exciting 
harmonious atmosphere clearly being blended with the rich traditional culture and a unique self-identity of community spirit 
(Donnison and Soto 1980, Lynch 1984). The key points of the relevant reasons could possibly be the following three 
noticeable aspects. 
Æ Systematic preservation of traditional streets and symbolic architectures  
 Historical streets with abundant traditional architectures 
are systematically conserved during the urbanization. For example, 
the Christianism and Catholicism are the dominating culture in 
western society, so that the religion architectures such as Catholic 
churches (see Figure1), a house of God (see Figure2), the Kingdom 
Hall as parts of the public space could be originally protected in 
the downtown area. They will bring a strong impression of of 
traditional city culture to buffer the pressure of the high-rise buildings (Donnison and Soto 1980). These varieties of 
preserved religion architectures could facilitate the impressive 
continuity of a traditional city (Lynch c1981). The previous 
residents could regularly come back and visit their old churches each 
week, even after moving off the downtown area. Their regular visit 
to his or her home streets might provide the opportunities to reflect 
their traditional lifestyles and contribute the unique local 
characteristics of the community culture, even after the downtown 
Fig1. The harmonious landscape between old church and modern grass-ornamented 
commercial building in Downtown Calgary, Canada, by He yi, 2004  
Fig2.Preserved Catholic Church in Downtown Brisbane, Australia, Jiang Wei, 
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areas are functionally developed as commercial and business environment. The redevelopment of urban street culture must 
consider the preservation of a few local traditional architectures. A typically residing community with local lifestyle, such as 
churches for ordinary religion activities, domestic backyards and some unique handicraft workshops could be reasonably 
preserved to reflect its impressive characteristic of local culture as parts of the unique human history. It cannot be simply 
replicated in a short time. They are actually belonged to the vivid local people with their ordinary lifestyle, which could create 
impressive urban forms and street landscape reflecting a clear local street spirit.  
Æ Promotion of human-scale urban environment  
The contemporary urban design must constitute a strict human-scale space as the basic urban form, to revitalize the 
traditional lifestyle, even in the downtown centres (Papanek 
c1983). A few research mentioned that the noticeable traditional 
spirit of an old street is a human-scale place for local people to 
live, survive, reside, rest or play around. In China, no matter is 
the four-yard residence in Beijing, cave-house in Shanxi, or 
courtyard-house in Sichuan as a convenient place for human 
activities, all wholly reflect a humanizing spirit of folk 
architectures (Benevolo 1980). In fact, city as a symbol of human culture is essentially created as a purely functional place 
due to people conveniently gathering and labour exchanging for human survival (Mumford 1991, c1961, Kaplan and Kaplan 
c1982). Today, modern urban design must strongly encourage the human scale as a principle to promote cultural tradition of 
the city, as a place of human activities on the process of the explosive urbanization (see Figure3).  
It is well known that today is impossible to restore the historical street form and lifestyle of the agricultural society. 
Because the urban life, traffic methods and social structures in the 21st century as the Information Era are totally different from 
the agricultural and industrialized society, it is incredible to 
stubbornly construct the contemporary city reflecting the 
traditional urban forms according to the agricultural society 
thousands of years ago. However, today what we might do is 
to re-establish the human-scale city and support comfortable 
human activities on the basis of essential spirit of traditionally 
historical city (Thomas 2002). It is an important guideline of a 
place of human activities to reflect urban streets culture of 
traditional cities. The exact reason lies in the significant characteristic of the historically traditional city as a humanizing place. 
If the contemporary city might provide a human-scale environment, the dominating high-rising buildings and high-density 
Fig3.Human scale coffee shop and colonial buildings in Downtown Brisbane, 
by Jiang Wei, 2004 
Fig4.Grass sun shading in Queens Mall of Brisbane to reshape a human scale 
environment and buffer the uncomforting stress from high rising building and 
high-density community, Jiang Wei, 2004 
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cities could reflect an atmosphere of the human dignity again (Boyden 1979). The residents and touring people could have a 
strong experience of a respectful city and a place of human activities.  
A series of void structure, false or true wall, light-weight steel and grass structure (see Figure4) might enclose a 
human-scale urban space, which might be supportive for residing passengers to escape away from the non-human scale 
pressure of the physically high-rising skyscrapers. A human-scale street integrated with open and public space as symbolic 
indictors might buffer the stressful feeling of urban lifestyle from the high-density community. Such kind of strategies might 
reshape a convenient living community to reflect the essential spirit of traditional cities as human-scale places.  
Æ Reflection of community spirit and self-identity 
The community spirit is one important part of the traditional culture of cities and streets (Popovic, Whitman et al. 
c1995). Each time when visiting the traditional cities or 
local villages in China and western countries, the most 
impressive impacts were the strong community spirit of 
these residing environment (see Figure5). Small shopping 
storefront, open teahouse and mah-jongg house in Sichuan, 
morning teahouses in Guangdong, or some scenery of 
community activities such as peasants squatting, standing or 
sitting around a big village tree, smoking and chatting, 
while a few boys playing skating board and girls swinging on the corner of the streets, all community activities reflect strong 
community spirit as a liveable environment (Carr 1992). Such landscapes always bring an impressive community-level 
lifestyle and traditional culture to me.  
Therefore, a variety of community spirit must be designed into the development of the traditional residing culture (Low 
and Lawrence-Zuniga 2003). It is a big mistake if missing the opportunities to restore community spirit when studying the 
strategies about preservation of traditional cities. Otherwise, the academic activities of revitalization of historical communities 
could be limited in the simple exploration of preserving technique about 
the historical architectures, which is unhelpful to reshape the self-identity 
of community members and widely public participation of the 
communities. It must be well known that an efficient public participation 
from the community members could significantly make effects on the 
protection and development of traditional community spirit. The 
democratic contribution of public participation on different community 
levels could directly reflect the physical requirement of community culture and local society. The positive advices could 
Fig5.Swinging Children in playground dominated with strong community spirit, by Jiang Wei, 
Fig6.Preserved Ancient barn in Downtown Trondheim, Norway as 
strong traditional landscape in North Europe, by Jiang Wei 
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locally support the establishment of local residing spirit and community culture. Only local communities spirit strongly might 
create an impressive traditional culture to deeply explain the community spirit. The reflection of the community spirit by its 
local public participation must be one critical part of the protection and development of urban tradition and community culture.  
In conclusion, the natural and historical continuity between traditional urban culture and modern spirit of the city must 
discuss the essence of the city such as systematic preservation of traditional streets, human scale of local lifestyle and 
community spirit. Under the guidance of environmental, economic, social and cultural sustainability, the spiritual continuity of 
traditional communities must be based on the three key aspects of systematic preservation of traditional streets, human-scale 
urban design, and local self-identity of community spirit as concrete strategies for sustainable development of cities 
(Wuliangyong 2001,2). They are the fundamental urban spirit and traditional culture of cities, if not being narrowed in 
protection of several individual architectures and old streets (Arbor [1991?]-). Only could the systematic exploration of 
essential city spirit, the memorable human-scale streets and impressive self-identity of community create a unique symbol of 
urban traditional culture. The restoration of traditional streets, human-scale lifestyle and local community spirit could be 
practical approaches to re-establish a dreamful and liveable place, which might be the return of vivid human spirit in city level. 
Otherwise, the challenging urban problems we are disastrously facing might be the existing loss of urban spirit of traditional 
street and poverty of self-identity of local communities toady, and for ever.   
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